A Chinese English Sports Dictionary

Chinese-English dictionary: ?? (yundong / yundong) (English translation: " sport") as Chinese character including stroke
order, Pinyin phonetic script.sport translation chinese, English - Chinese dictionary, meaning, see also 'sport
jacket',sports car',sports jacket',water sports', example of use, definition.sports definition: relating to sport. Learn more.
Meaning of sports in the English Dictionary. English. English in Chinese (Traditional). in Chinese.sporting definition: 1.
relating to sports: 2. showing fairness and respect towards an Meaning of sporting in the English Dictionary in Chinese
(Traditional).English to Chinese dictionary with Mandarin pinyin - learn Chinese faster with MDBG! home ground
(sports) / home field / main venue / main stadium. ??.??definition at puertopatagoniavip.com, a free online dictionary
with English, Mandarin Chinese, Pinyin, Strokes. Look it up now!.Chinese Definition, Individual words translate as:
sports. ??; equipment. ??; ???;??. English Definition. (?) As a noun. Equipment needed to participate .Chinese
Translation of sports drink The official Collins English-Chinese Dictionary online. Over Chinese translations of
English words and phrases.Translation for 'sports' in the free English-Chinese dictionary and many other Chinese
translations.Sport definition: Sports are games such as football and basketball and other competitive leisure activities
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Chinese Translation of sport The official Collins English-Chinese
Dictionary online. Over Chinese translations of English words and phrases.English Translation of sport The official
Collins French-English Dictionary online. English: sport; Arabic: ????????; Brazilian Portuguese: esporte; Chinese: ??.A
Chinese-English Dictionary (), compiled by the British consular officer and sinologist . In , he used it to metaphorically
describe Chinese bilingual lexicography in terms of international sports competition. [Backhouse's dictionary] is.Check
to see if ?? is already in CC-CEDICT. If not, you can add it. (Why?) Search other dictionaries (Click icons, results will
appear below): (What are these ?).Merriam-Webster's Chinese-English Dictionary, Newest edition, mass-market
Mandarin Chinese English Bilingual Visual Dictionary (DK Visual Dictionaries).The Oxford English Dictionary is a
venerable tome, the gold standard of dictionaries. Some of the new words are sports terms, even American ones. Inside
China's Dystopian Dreams: A.I., Shame and Lots of Cameras.
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